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Dondale, Charles D ., and James H . Redner. 1982 . The Insects and Arachnids o f
Canada . Part 9 . The Sac Spiders of Canada and Alaska (Araneae : Clubionidae and Anyphaenidae). Agric . Can . Publ. No . 1724 . 194 pp . ($8 .95 in Canada, $10 .75 elsewhere) .
Available from Canadian Government Publishing Centre, Supply and Services Canada ,
Ottawa, Ontario K1A OS9 .
Ecological, physiological, behavioral, biogeographical, and other works in biology ca n
only be as good as the identifications of the organisms on which they are based . Biologist s
depend on systematists and systematic publications for their identifications . All arachnologists, then, regardless of their specialties, should welcome this second volume on th e
spiders of Canada and Alaska . This work covers two families of two-clawed huntin g
spiders, Clubionidae and Anyphaenidae .
The organization and format are similar to those of the previous contribution on th e
crab spiders (Dondale and Redner 1978) . The section on anatomy (1 1/2 pp .) largely
repeats the anatomy section in "The crab spiders . . ." but deals more specifically with sa c
spiders . Some detail on the families and genera is deferred to discussions of those groups .
Inclusion of this section should be valuable for the novice who may not have the previou s
volume on hand . Sections on techniques, classification, and a key to families are omitted .
Keys are provided in both English and French to the eight genera and 66 species o f
Clubionidae and three genera and six species of Anyphaenidae found in Canada . Descriptions of the families, genera, and species are clearly written, but I found the diagnose s
(under "Comments") redundant, repeating the information in the keys . The 339 figure s
(black and white line drawings) by Redner are large, clear, and well labeled . These include
ventral and lateral views of male palpi and external and internal views of epigyna . Internal
views were often omitted in older works, so these, especially, should aid identification o f
these species . Geographical ranges in and near Canada are illustrated on 52 maps, an d
complete ranges are given in the text. A glossary (5 pp .), lists of references (5 pp .), an d
index to names (2 pp.) complete the volume .
Editing and printing are generally well done ; I am aware of only one misspelling in th e
text (I'm not going to tell you where) . Figures 258-265 are out of order (following
266-274), an incorrect symbol for Anyphaena pectorosa appears in the caption to Ma p
51, and the dots on Map 52 are unnecessarily small . Although these are minor irritations,
they cause no confusion .
What this reviewer misses, however, is a more critical discussion of the characters tha t
define these families. The defmition of sac spiders (p . 10, paragraph 3) includes seve n
characters, all primitive for the group ; in other words, sac spiders are defined by th e
derived characters they lack! Anyphaenidae is well defined, following Platnick (1974) an d
Platnick and Lau (1975), by the advanced placement of the tracheal spiracle, the larg e
tracheal trunks with tracheae extending into the prosoma, and the lamelliform claw tuf t
setae, but a critical definition of Clubionidae is needed . Is Clubionidae a polyphyleti c
group as suggested recently (Lehtinen 1967, Forster 1970, Platnick 1974, Platnick an d
Lay 1975)? Or, if the clubionids form a monophyletic group, what derived character d o
they share? These questions go unanswered here and elsewhere .
Even if these questions of classification were answerable, an identification manual i s
not the best place to introduce a new classification . As an identification manual this boo k
succeeds very well . Every arachnologist working in Canada and the northern U . S . should
fmd it valuable .
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Robinson, M. H . and B . Robinson, 1980 . Comparative Studies of the Courtship an d
Mating Behavior of Tropical Araneid Spiders . Pacific Insects Monograph No . 36, 218 pp .
Bishop Museum, Honolulu . $22 .50 .
This book-length monograph on araneid sexual behavior is obviously a labor of as well
as being about love . From the high quality photographs to the careful detail of the descriptions, from the range of side topics touched upon (the alarming world-wide shortag e
of taxonomists, the habitats and webs of the species studied, male kelptoparasitism o n
females) to the patience I know from personal experience was necessary to see all that
they saw, and to the very observations themselves ( "massive, massive high intensit y
tugging, . . .vigorous puffing, it ' s a magnificent slow motion tug, . . ."), the authors '
excitement and enjoyment of the study shines through . The Robinsons continue the
admirable tradition, established with their work on attack behavior and Nephila, of givin g
rounded, summary views of what they have seen rather than splitting off pieces to publis h
as separate papers . This makes for longer papers (and shorter curriculum vitaes), bu t
means each paper is a gold mine to be visited again and again . In fact the broad surve y
nature of this work, reflecting the Robinsons ' unusually wide travels in the tropics, is no t
likely to be duplicated in the near future, and they are undoubtedly destined to go dow n
as the Masters and Johnson of araneid sexual behavior .
The monograph's basic aim was the detection of behavioral differences between highe r
order groups of araneids, and to this end the Robinsons observed 53 species in 15 gener a
in two of Simon's subfamilies (Nephilinae, Argiopinae), and found and categorized 1 8
major types of male behavior . The accounts of their observations make up the bulk of the
text . It is difficult to know in a pioneering work like this which kinds of observations will
prove useful and in what contexts they will be used, so the detailed nature of the descriptions is justified . As M . Robinson has written elsewhere, watching araneids court withou t
being able to monitor the vibrations they produce is like watching a symphony orchestr a
play without hearing any sound ; this simile dramatizes the possibly limited nature of thei r
data . The overall patterns of variation in behavior are then summarized and discussed .
What emerges is puzzling . There are clear groups of species which share entire suites o f
characters, but contrary to expectations, the groupings do not follow taxonomic lines

